This much is surely uncontroversial -trivial, almost. Yet once we begin to investigate words and their meanings in any depth, the very notion of "the meaning of a word" seems to disintegrate before us. 1 The words open and window will illustrate the phenomenon I want to discuss as well as any. Let us subject the expression open the window to one of the hallowed techniques of linguistic analysis, the commutation test. We hold part of the expression constant, and substitute different items for the remaining segment.
(1) lists some of the items that can
be substituted for open:
(1) {open / paint / break / deliver / brick up / sit in / look through / jump through} the window Assuming the normal interpretation of the expressions in (1), we see that substituting different items for open has subtly changed the reference of the window. If I "paint a window" I paint a wooden (or metallic) frame; if I "break a window" I do not break the frame, I break the glass that the frame is holding; a workman who "delivers a window" delivers the total frame-pIus-glass
Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics, Vol. 25, 1992, 133-168 doi: 10.5774/25-0-79 structure; when I "open the window" I manoeuvre a movable frame enclosing a sheet of glass; if I'''brick up a window" I brick up an aperture in a wall; and so on. In brief, window, in (I), denotes eight quite different kinds of entity.2
We observe the same effect if we keep the verbal element constant and change the direct object. If (1) lists the kinds of activities that can be performed with respect to a window,
lists some kinds of things that can be opened.
(2) open {the window / the door / a bottle of wine / a bottle of champagne / a can of beer / a book / a newspaper / a parcel / a pair of scissors / one's shirt / one's eyes / one's mouth / one's hand / one's arms}
The 14 phrases in (2) show that open can denote as many different kinds of activity. The above examples with window and open are based on some brief remarks on these words in Lakoff (1987: 416) . A more
detailed discussion of open is offered by Searle (1983: 145f.) .
In the remainder of this paper I will focus specifically on the word open. It should be borne in mind, however, that the phenomenon exemplified in (1) and (2) could have been illustrated on just about any word, picked at random from the dictionary.
Thus, "eating a steak" is a quite different kind of activity from "eating an ice-cream", or "eating soup". If something is "buried under the tree", it is in a quite different location than that of the picnickers who "picnic under the tree". "Losing $1000" as a There is a long and respected tradition, in twentieth century linguistics, which is highly sceptical of polysemy.
Perhaps the most forceful statement of the "unitary meaning hypothesis" is to be found in Jakobson's essay on the Russian cases (Jakobson 1936) . Each of the Russian cases can express a.
wide range of apparently highly diverse meanings. Yet to attribute independent status to each of these particular meanings ("Sonderbedeutungen"), Jakobson argues, would lead inevitably to the disintegration of the linguistic sign, and its replacement by a multitude of form-meaning relations. Jakobson therefore set himself the task of identifying, for each of the cases, a unitary, and highly abstract "general meaning" ("Gesamtbedeutung")', which gets fleshed out in the range of particular meanings according to the context of its use.5
In recent years, the "one form -one meaning" position has again been forcefully stated by the German linguist Manfred Bierwisch, in terms which are essentially compatible with Searle's account (e.g. Bierwisch 1981 while in the (c) examples the one object is supported, or held in position, through partial containment in the reference objec~. In spite of these differences, Herweg (1989) In Italian, one can aprire la televisione "switch on the TV" , aprire la luce "switch on the light", and aprire l'acgua calda "turn on the hot water" • Now, .
the English expression open the TV (in the sense "switch on the TV") has a quite different status from Searle's open the sun.
Open the sun cannot easily be interpreted because there is no generally accepted practice for acting on the sun in this way. and the opening of a lid [I] . This network fragment is sketched in Fig. 2 .
Of special significance are the very lowest nodes in a network. These are individual "usage events", i.e. a speaker's employment of the linguistic form in a given context as a means for symbolising a specific conceptualisation (Langacker 1988b So far, I have assumed that "similarity" has to do with the sharing of some common aspects; with respect to Fig It is important to emphasise, therefore, that the network depicted in Fig. 3 is meant more as a hypothesis than as a definitive account. Given the subjective procedure by which Fig. 3 was constructed, it is legitimate to ask whether any kinds of evidence could be adduced that might justify the proposed content and configuration.
Here we touch on a fundamental aspect of the network model, a full discussion of which would go beyond the scope of this paper. Various kinds of potential evidence for the structure of a network may be mentioned, however. Firstly, the relative "distance" of nodes from each other, and the grouping of nodes in "clusters", may be investigated experimentally by eliciting from speakers subjective judgements of meaning similarity, and then subjecting these judgements to hierarchical cluster analysis.
This statistical technique has been employed by Schulze (1989) 
in
Stellenbosch Papers in Linguistics, Vol. 25, 1992, 133-168 doi: 10.5774/25-0-79 his study of prepositional polysemy. Secondly, longitudinal data from first language acquisition~ay enable the researcher to track the gradual growth of a network for an individual speaker over time (Taylor 1989: 253f.) . Diachronic data may serve a similar function with respect to the development of a network in the speech community (Geeraerts 1983) . Cross-language data may also be of interest. Afrikaans oopstel lexicalises one of the higher order schemas proposed for English~en ("make accessible to the There is evidence that in the processing of an ambiguous word, a listener accesses, if only briefly, each of the different senses of the word (Foss and Jenkins .1973 , Conrad 1974 , Holmes et al. 1977 , Swinney 1979 For examples of the prototype approach, see Hawkins (1988) , Brugman (1989) , and Schulze (1989) ; also Taylor (1991) .
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The example is from Pribbenow (1989) .
9
During a class discussion of this example, one student related that her family had been bothered by the afternoon sun coming through a west-facing window, and had decided to "paint the window black", i.e. to paint over the glass portion of the window.
10
For a~ore extensive critique of the two-level model, see
Taylor (to appear). would suggest, not in virtue of some abstract definition of eat, but by appeal to the similarity (in various respects) between the consumption of soup and the consumption of other kinds of (solid) food served in the course of a meal.
(Note also that one would probably say of a baby that is not yet consuming solid food that the baby is "eating well", not that the baby is "drinking well".
Likewise of an invalid who is allowed only liquid food.) It is in such terms that the "indeterminacy" of an utterance is to be explained •. Suppose -cf. footnote 9 -that I wish to convey that I painted over the glass poption of a window. It is worth mentioning that Fig. 3 went through several versions, s6me of which bore little resemblance to the final product!
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For some experimental data bearing on this process, see Anderson and Ortony (1975) , and Garnham (1979) .
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The difficulty of coming up with general word definitions has been noted many times; see e.g. Fodor's (1981) 
